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Abstract

Guessing what user may like is now a typical interface for video recommenda-
tion. Nowadays, the highly popular user generated content sites provide various
sources of information such as tags for recommendation tasks. Motivated by a
real world online video recommendation problem, this work targets at the long
tail phenomena of user behavior and the sparsity of item features. A personalized
compound recommendation framework for online video recommendation called
Dirichlet mixture probit model for information scarcity (DPIS) is hence proposed.
Assuming that each clicking sample is generated from a representation of user
preferences, DPIS models the sample level topic proportions as a multinomial
item vector, and utilizes topical clustering on the user part for recommendation
through a probit classifier. As demonstrated by the real-world application, the
proposed DPIS achieves better performance in accuracy, perplexity as well as di-
versity in coverage than traditional methods.
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1. Introduction

Recommender systems have changed the way people discover items on the
web. How to suggest new items based on their needs and interests is an important
task. To model the interaction between users and items, we must understand the
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